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CHAPTER IV
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSIONS
This chapter presents data description, findings and discussion of framing analysis
in thejakartapost.com and thejakartaglobe.com based on Pan and Kosciki’s theory. This
chapter consists of data description, findings and discussions.
4.1 Data Description
The data are title, lead, background of information, citation source, statement
opinion, closing as Syntax Structure; What, When, Where, Why, Who, and How as Script
Structure; Paragraphs, proposition, sentences, and relation between sentences as
Thematic Structure; words, idiom, images/photos, and graphics as Rhetoric Structure.
The writer took the data from 8 news article (four articles from thejakartapost.com and 4
articles from thejakartaglobe.com) in August September that chosen randomly.
Table 4.1.1 Thejakartapost.com Articles
No

Date

Title

1

August 21st, 2013

“Rudi’s arrest: Shock therapy for better learning”

2

August 27th, 2013

‘It

all

started

with golf

lessons’:

Disgraced SKKMigas chief
3

September 3rd, 2013

Antigraft
detention

Body

extends SKKMigas

head’s
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4

September 12th, 2013

Top ESDM official gets travel ban in bribery
case

Table 4.1.2 Thejakartaglobe.com Articles
No

Date

Title

1

August 16th, 2013

KPK Finds Cash and Gold in Rudi’s Office

2

August 30th , 2013

KPK May Find More SKKMigas Suspects

3

September 7th, 2013

KPK: Jero Wacik Is Not a Suspect

4

September 11th, 2013

KPK

Eyes

Jero

Statement,

Kernel

Oil

Backtracks in SKK Migas Corruption Case

This framing analysis will be done using the table is divided into several sections
structure. Here is the example table of the analysis:
Table 4.1.3 Tthe Example of Thejakartapost.com Article Analysis
Framing Tools
Syntaxes Structure

Observed Unit
Title

Observed Result
‘It

all

lessons’:

started

with

Disgraced

golf
SKK

Migas chief.

Lead

Rudi Rubiandini answers the
questions

from

journalist
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against the corruption issue.
 This leads invites the
reader to know that this
article will discuss the direct
statement

from

Rudi

Rubiandini regarding the case
in this SKKMigas
Background

It all started with golf that
makes

Rudi

caught

into

Rubiandini
the

bribery

allegation case.
 This sentence made by
journalists to give readers
information the cause of the
arrest of Rudi as a suspect.
It’s proved by the sentence
from Rudi:
“It all starts with golf.
If I had not begun to
learn to play golf, then
I wouldn’t have got
caught in this kind of
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situation.”
Citation Source

Rudi Rubiandini statement
that all charges that shown on
Rudi is a false statement.


Proved

statement

by

Rudi’s

which

quoted

indirectly:
He

did

admit

Monday
along

that
with

on
Ardi,

Simon,

visited his house in
South

Jakarta

evening

the
KPK

investigators searched
his home in a surprise
raid.
Statement/Opinion

 Rudi is not aware of any
money

in

belonging

the
Ardi

golf

bag

when

he

visiting Rudi’s house.
 Proved by:
“I did not know at the
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time where there was
money in Ardi’s golf
bag was. While he was
in my house, the KPK
investigators knocked
on my door,” he said

 Rudi’s assertion that he was
never intended to commit
fraud

and

extortion

discriminate against oil and
gas contractors.
 Proved by:
“I am not an angel or
a holy man, but one
thing is for sure: I
have never committed
fraud. I never
demandor blackmail
oil and gas
contractors for
money,” he said.
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Closing

In the last 2 paragraph, the
journalist explains about the
personality

of

Rudi

Rubiandini before he arrested.

Script Structure

What

Rudi Rubiandini’s statement
denying that he knew the
figure of Ardi and Simon as
well and a statement that he
was sure that he did not
commit a fraud by accepting a
sum of money.

Where

At Rudi Rubiandini’s house

When

August, 13th 2013

Who

Rudi Rubiandini (SKK Migas
chef), Simon G. Tanjaya (an
official with Kernel Oil),
Deviardi/Ardi (Rudi’s golf
instructor),

and

Widodo

Ratanachaithong (the director
of Kernel Oil).
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Why

Rudi was arrested because the
Commission

Eradication

Commission found a sum of
money that will be given to
Rudi by Simon in Ardi’s golf
bag when Simon and Ardi
were at Rudi’s house.

How

The arrest happens when Ardi
was at Rudi’s home and
found money in Ardi’s golf
bag and at that time the KPK
investigators knocked on his
door.

Thematic Structure

Paragraphs,
sentences,

propositions, From beginning to the end,
and

between sentences.

relations this story takes the standpoint
of SKK Migas upon the arrest
of Rudi Rubiandini.
 Proved by the sentence in
this article:
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1. Along with Rudi, KPK
investigators

also

arrested

Deviardi

a.k.a Ardi, Rudi’s golf
instructor

who

is

suspected of being the
middleman

between

the Bandung Institute
of Technology (ITB)
professor and Simon
G. Tanjaya, an official
with Singapore based
Oil Trade Kernel Oil.
Simon

also

been

detained for allegedly
paying the bribe.

2. “I did not know at the
time there was money
in Ardi’s golf bag.
While he was in my
house,

the

KPK
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investigators knocked
on my door,” he said.
Rhetoric Structure

Words, idioms, images /  In the first paragraph, there
photos, and graphics.

is a photo that shows Rudi
Rubiandini being mobbed by
reporters to answer questions.
The picture means that the
issue is about statement from
Rudi Rubiandini.

 ‘Disgraced’ is a word that
is

called

tendency

to
to

explain
slump

the
SKK

Migas after the caught of
Rudi Rubiandini. Contains
the phrase at the title of the
article suggests this bias into
news stories of SKK Migas
and Golf as the beginning of
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the caught of Rudi.

4.2 Findings
One of the advantages of online media is the speed in delivering the news.
However, sometimes this advantage would be a stumbling block to complete the writing
of news in the online media. Because the speed in delivering the news, online news sites
often ignore the rules of writing a complete news article, for example, deficiencies in
complement 5W+1H elements which are required in writing news articles completeness.
Supposed to complement the deficiencies in the previous news, online news sites load
more than a news article in one day to discuss the same with including additional
information that was not contained in the previous news article.
Table 4.2.1 Table of Findings
Framing Tools
Syntax Structure

Thejakartapost.com
Thejakartaglobe.com
Use more opinions from Only use one source along

(Title, Lead, Background of several sources and the the news that the journalist
Information,

Citation, opinion

Source, Statement/Opinion, directly,
Closing)

also

quoted made, which is Corruption

which

means Eradication

thejakartapost.com does not This

Commission.

indicates

make their own opinion on tgejakartaglobe.com
the SKK Migas’ case.

PRO to KPK.

that
more
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Do not pay attention to the More fully in present the

Script Structure

(What, When, Why, Where, completeness
Who, How)

of

script element of What, Where,

structure on each news. When, Why, Who, and
This

proves

that How,

thejakartapost.com still less elements
adept in framing news.

in

which
will

help

this
the

readers get the information
clearly.

Thematic Structure
(Paragraphs,

Views from paragraphs, sentences, and the relations

Propositions, between

Sentences,

sentences,

both

thejakartapost.com

and

Relation thejakartaglobe.com are well structured, making it easier

between sentence)

to the reader to understand the content of the news.

Rhetoric Structure

Thejakartapost.com and Thejakartaglobe.com put the
meaning of power as negative terms or resistant such as
“Disgraced, Massive Incident, Travel Ban, Confiscated,
and Seized”. Power is represented by the journalist or to
oppress, control, and determine their article.
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4.3 Discussion
SYNTAX STRUCTURE
Table 4.3.1 Table of Discussion in Syntax Analysis
Thejakartapost.com
Thejakartaglobe.com
‘It all started with golf lessons’:
Disgraced SKKMigas chief

KPK: Jero Wacik Is Not a Suspect

 This leads invites the reader to know that
this article will discuss the direct statement
from Rudi Rubiandini regarding the case in
this SKKMigas.

 This lead sentence invites readers to
get to the important points on this news.
Proved by:
The Corruption Eradication Commission
denied claims that it had launched a
 Proved by Rudi’s statement which criminal investigation into allegations
quoted indirectly:
that Energy and Mineral Resources
He did admit on Monday that Ardi, along Minister, Jero Wacik received kickbacks
with Simon, visited his house in South from Kernel Oil.
Jakarta the evening KPK investigators
searched his home in a surprise raid.
 Bambang Widjojanto, KPK deputy
Chef statment that all alleged to the Jero
 Rudi’s assertion that he was never Wacik is a wrong statement. Proved by:
intended to commit fraud and extortion “For all I know, it is false,” Bambang
discriminate against oil and gas contractors. said in a text message sent to reporters.
Proved by:
The undated letter was allegedly signed
“I am not an angel or a holy man, but one
by KPK Deputy Chief Bambang
thing is for sure: I have never committed
Widjojanto, but included a note reading,
fraud. I never demandor blackmail oil and
“Waiting for approval from the president
gas contractors for money,” he said.
(RI: 1).”
 In the last 2 paragraph, the journalist  In the last paragraph, journalists
explains about the personality of Rudi include a direct statement of the KPK
Rubiandini before he arrested.
chief, Abraham Samad, explaining the
further investigation of this case.
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Table 4.3.2 Table of Discussion in Syntax Analysis
Thejakartapost.com
Thejakartaglobe.com
“Rudi’s arrest: Shock therapy for better
learning”

KPK Eyes Jero Statement, Kernel Oil
Backtracks in SKK Migas Corruption
Case

 This lead sentence made by journalists to
invite the reader to think that Rudi is not a
person who has a personality as a corruptor.

Indonesia’s
Energy
and
Mineral
Resources Minister Jero Wacik will be
called for in questioning in the Corruption
Eradication
Commission’s
(KPK)
widening probe into graft allegations
centered on the nation’s oil and gas
industry.
 This sentence explains the existence of
further investigation by the Commission
against Wacik which will be described in
this article.

“Rudi is a respected, down-to-earth, clean,
and capable man. He could be tempted and
caught in such a humiliating act of bribery,
which he must have known would end his
political career.”
 Journalists use that phrase to describe
that Rudi which has been known to the
public, he seems not like the type of person
who likes to do corruption.
A discourse about who is to blame is far
more prevalent than why bribery happens
and what action we should be taking to
prevent such incidents.
 This sentence means that journalists
prefer to think of how Indonesia can prevent
this problem rather than discuss why this
bribery could happen.

 KPK chairman statement, Abraham,
about the verification done on Jero Wacik.
Proved by:
1. “If from our verification process
we find out that his statement is
necessary, we will summon Jero
Wacik,” KPK chief Abraham
Samad said.
2. “If from our verification process
we find out that his statement is
necessary, we will summon Jero
Wacik,” KPK chief, Abraham
Samad said.
3. Investigators were still in the
process of questioning witness and
verifying documents seized in
several raids on Wednesday, he
said on Wednesday.

 All the statement that written in this
article are come from the journalist. Proved
by:
1. Rudi is a respected, down-to-earth,
clean, and capable man. He could be
tempted and caught in such a
humiliating act of bribery, which he
must have known would end his
political career.
2. Corruption cases are very often  Direct quote the Commission as saying
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involving high-profile
Indonesia

figure

in that the Commission has received
clarification described by Simon related to
the bribery case. Proved by:
 In the last paragraph, Journalist put a ‘I already clarified it with Simon. He
statement about “Good people who enter a explained to me what really happened.”
bad system can end up becoming bad guys”
which shows that corruption can also recruit
good people who are in the wrong
environment, as happened to Rudi
Rubiandini.

Table 4.3.3 Table of Discussion Syntax Analysis
Thejakartapost.com
Thejakartaglobe.com
Antigraft Body extends SKKMigas head’s
detention
Commission’s statement on the extension of
the detention period aimed at Rudi
Rubiandini over the bribery case.
 Journalist invites the reader to know the
essence of this article is about the detention
period of Rudi Rubiandini’s case.

KPK may find more SKK Migas suspects.

“Antigraft body believes that the head of
Oil and Gas Regulator SKK Migas, Rudi
Rubiandini, was not the sole perpetrator
in the bribery case that has dragged him
down.”
 This sentence leads the reader to
 Commission’s statement confirming the support the Commission in finding
another suspect in this bribery case.
extension. Proved by:
1. KPK spokesman Priharsa Nugraha
confirmed the extension that Rudi  Corruption Eradication Commission
was interrogated again at the KPK’s statement regarding the other suspects
head quarter in South Jakarta on involved in the bribery case. Proved by:
Tuesday, but refused to answer any Corruption is systemic and therefore he
questions from journalists when he could not have worked alone,”
Corruption Eradication Commission
arrived.
(KPK) deputy chairman Bambang
2. The Corruption Eradication
Widjojanto said in his office on Thursday.
Commission said that it had
extended the detention period of
bribery suspect Rudi Rubiandini for  At the end of a paragraph, the
another 40 days, which would take
journalist put direct quotation from Johan
effect on Tuesday
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 In the last paragraph, the journalist writes
about the interrogation to Rudi Rubiandini
at the KPK office before the Commission
finally confirmed the extension.

Budi as a KPK spokesman who will do
some investigate further. Proved by:
“We can now investigate other people of
authority in oil and gas companies,”
Johan said.

Table 4.3.4 Table of Discussion Syntax Analysis
Thejakartapost.com
Thejakartaglobe.com
Top ESDM official gets travel ban in
bribery case

KPK Finds Cash and Gold in Rudi’s
Office

Energy and Mineral Resources Ministry
secretary-general Waryono Karno has been
banned from traveling overseas by the
Corruption Eradication Commission (KPK)
in relation to a bribery case that has hit the
ministry.
 Journalist trying to be objective by
inserting a fact that he has been checked
other suspects besides Rudi Rubiandini.

The Corruption Eradication Commission
(KPK) has discovered another exhibit of
this bribery case
 This sentence invites the readers to see
the results of investigations carried out by
the Commission and make the reader still
support the Commission in handling
Corruption.

Waryono Karno and other five witnesses
will be banned from traveling overseas for
the next six months.
 This background written by journalist in
this article suggests that journalists invites
the reader to know some people who have
been banned to travel for the sake of this
bribery case investigation.
 The statement from Immigration
directorate general spokesman, Heriyanto
said on Friday that the ban was issued on
Thursday. Proved by:
“He will be banned from traveling overseas
for the next six months,” he said

 KPK statement that after further
investigation, other exhibits has been
found over the bribery case. Proved by:
“After we conducted a search of Rudi’s
office, we found money in a safe,” KPK
spokesman Johan Budi SP said. “The
total was Sing$60,000, 180 grams of gold,
and $2,000.”
 This article is written by the entire
Commission statement, either directly or
indirectly. Proved by:
1. “After we conducted a search of
Rudi’s office, we found money in
safe,” KPK spokesman Johan Budi
SP said.
2. ”The total was Sing$60,000, 180
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grams of gold and $2,000.” Johan
 Overall the article was written in
said
accordance with the opinion of the speakers
whose names contained in this article,
3. According to Johan, investigators
however, it is not written directly.
found an additional $320,100 in a
Proved by:
safe deposit box in a Jakarta
1. The lawyer of Kernel Oil, Yanuar
branch of Bank Mandiri.
Prawira Wasea, has confirmed that
Deviardi told Kernel Oil president  To closing the article, the journalist
director Widodo Ratanachaithong wrote the names of suspects who have
that the money was actually from been arrested by the KPK.
someone named BT, the nickname of
GT.
 In the last paragraph, the journalist writes
about the reason why Wahyono gets travel
ban for the next six months. Proved by:
The travel ban was imposed following the
seizure of a stash of money found in
Waryono’s office at the ministry amounting
to $200,000. The money is suspected to be a
part of the bribe

SCRIPT ANLYSIS
Table 4.3.5 Table of Discussion Script Analysis
Thejakartapost.com
Thejakartaglobe.com
‘It all started with golf lessons’:
Disgraced SKKMigas chief

KPK: Jero Wacik Is Not a Suspect

 WHAT: Rudi Rubiandini’s statement
denying that he knew the figure of Ardi and
Simon as well and a statement that he was
sure that he did not commit a fraud by
accepting a sum of money.

 WHAT: Clarification statement
regarding Jero Wacik on charges of
involvement in the bribery case.
 WHERE: At KPK Office
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 WHERE: At Rudi Rubiandini’s house

 WHEN: Wednesday

 WHEN: August, 13th 2013

 WHO: Jero Wacik and the member of
KPK

 WHO: Rudi Rubiandini (SKK Migas
chef), Simon G. Tanjaya (an official with
Kernel Oil), Deviardi/Ardi (Rudi’s golf
instructor), and Widodo Ratanachaithong
(the director of Kernel Oil).
 WHY: Rudi was arrested because the
Commission Eradication Commission found
a sum of money that will be given to Rudi
by Simon in Ardi’s golf bag when Simon
and Ardi were at Rudi’s house.

 WHY: To clarify the terms of richness
and several documents were found by
KPK
 HOW: Summon Jero Wacik to
questioning in KPK’s Office.

 HOW: The arrest happens when Ardi
was at Rudi’s home and found money in
Ardi’s golf bag and at that time the KPK
investigators knocked on his door.

Table 4.3.6 Table of Discussion Script Analysis
Thejakartapost.com
Thejakartaglobe.com
Rudi’s arrest: Shock therapy for better
learning.

KPK Eyes Jero Statement, Kernel Oil
Backtracks in SKK Migas Corruption
Case

 WHAT: The corruption that is happening
to SKK Migas chief is shock therapy for
better learning.

 WHAT: Clarification statement
regarding Jero Wacik on charges of
involvement in the bribery case.

 WHERE: Jakarta

 WHERE: At KPK Office

 WHEN: August, 21st 2013

 WHEN: Wednesday

 WHO: Rudi Rubiandini and all the
people in Indonesia.

 WHO: Jero Wacik and the member of
KPK

 WHY: Because corruption may have  WHY: To clarify the terms of richness
become so deeply ingrained in the hearts and several documents were found by
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and minds of our people that it has become a KPK
habitual subconscious pattern and also a
good man can be tempted in corruption case  HOW: Summon Jero Wacik to
questioning in KPK’s Office
if he/she being in the wrong environment.
 HOW: Indonesia has to make prevention
to such incidents

Table 4.3.7 Table of Discussion Script Analysis
Thejakartapost.com
Thejakartaglobe.com
Antigraft Body extends SKKMigas head’s
detention

KPK may find more SKK Migas suspects.

 WHAT: KPK extends SKK Migas
head’s detention

 WHAT: KPK will find more suspects.

 WHERE: KPK office.
 WHEN:  WHO: SKK Migas chef, Rudi
Rubiandini.
 WHY: -

 WHERE: KPK office.
 WHEN: Thursday
 WHO: KPK deputy Chairman,
Bambang Widjojanto; another KPK
deputy Chairman, Busyro Muqoddas;
KPK Spokesman, Johan Budi
 WHY: Because they (Bambang,
Busyro, and Johan) believe that corruption
is systemic and nobody could not have
worked alone

 HOW: -

 HOW: KPK will do some investigation
further in SKK Migas against this bribery
case.

Table 4.3.8 Table of Discussion Script Analysis
Thejakartapost.com
Thejakartaglobe.com
Top ESDM official gets travel ban in
bribery case

KPK Finds Cash and Gold in Rudi’s
Office
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 WHAT: Some people who are involved
in corruption cases has been banned to
travel overseas to conduct an examination
about SKK Migas corruption issue,
including Karno Waryono, Energy and
Mineral Resources Ministry secretarygeneral.

 WHAT: KPK has seized another
exhibit in Rudi’s and ESDM office.
 WHERE:  WHEN: On Thursday.
 WHO: KPK spokesman, Johan Budi..

 WHERE: Jakarta
 WHY: th

 WHEN: September, 12 2013
 HOW: KPK investigators searched
several additional locations, including
Rudi’s office in SKK Migas, Kernel Oil’s
office in the SCBD area, and the office of
 WHY: Waryono summoned to answer Waryono Karno, secretary general of the
the questions from KPK related to the ESDM.
amount of money that was found inside a
bag in his office.
 WHO: Waryono Karno, Rudi
Rubiandini, Agoes sapto, Murdi Hartono,
Popi Ahmad Nafis, and Iwan Ratman.

 HOW: -

THEMATIC ANALYSIS
Table 4.3.9 Table of Discussion in Thematic Analysis
Thejakartapost.com
Thejakartaglobe.com
‘It all started with golf lessons’: Disgraced
KPK: Jero Wacik is not a suspect
SKK Migas chief
 From beginning to the end, this story  Overall, paragraph by paragraph in this
takes the standpoint of SKK Migas upon the article contains statements by the
arrest of Rudi Rubiandini. Proved by the Commission that denied claims about Jero
Wacik over bribery case. Proved by:
sentence in this article:
1. Along with Rudi, KPK investigators
also arrested Deviardi a.k.a Ardi,
Rudi’s golf instructor who is
suspected of being the middleman
between the Bandung Institute of
Technology (ITB) professor and

1. “For all I know, it is false,”
Bambang said in a text message
sent to reporters.
2. The undated letter was allegedly
signed by KPK Deputy Chief
Bambang Widjojanto, but included
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Simon G. Tanjaya, an official with
Singapore based Oil Trade Kernel
Oil. Simon also been detained for
allegedly paying the bribe.

a note reading, “Waiting for
approval from the president (RI:
1).”

2. “I did not know at the time there was
money in Ardi’s golf bag. While he
was in my house, the KPK
investigators knocked on my door,”
he said.
Table 4.3.10 Table of Discussion in Thematic Analysis
Thejakartapost.com
Thejakartaglobe.com
Rudi’s arrest: Shock therapy for better
learning.
 The whole article is a statement from
journalist about the corruption case that
could plunge a good man. It also explains
how corruption works and can end
someone’s political career.
 The use of the phrase ‘Good people who
enter a bad system can end up becoming
bad guy’ in this article suggests that the
danger of corruption and bribery cannot
identify by the nature of a person, especially
if the person is already tempted to
materialism.

KPK Eyes Jero Statement, Kernel Oil
Backtracks in SKK Migas Corruption
Case
 From the beginning to the end of the
paragraph, this article discuss on
clarification of the charges imposed on
Jero Wacik and some of the documents
found by the Commission (KPK). Proved
by:

1. “If from our verification process
we find out that his statement is
necessary, we will summon Jero
Wacik,” KPK chief, Abraham
Samad said.
2. Investigators were still in the
process of questioning witness and
verifying documents seized in
several raids on Wednesday, he
said on Wednesday.
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Table 4.3.11 Table of Discussion in Thematic Analysis
Thejakartapost.com
Thejakartaglobe.com
Top ESDM official gets travel ban in
bribery case
 From the beginning to the end of the
paragraph is talking about the news of the
ban on overseas travel for several people
suspected of involvement in a bribery case
made by the chairman of the SKK Migas,
Rudi Rubindini, including the general
secretary of the ESDM, Waryono Karno,
and 4 other people. Proved by:

KPK May Find More SKK Migas
Suspects
 From the beginning to the end of the
paragraph, this article discusses the
Commission was trying to find another
suspect related to the case being
investigated, bribery case. Proved by:
1. The country’s antigraft body
believes that the head of SKK
Migas, Rudi Rubaindini, was not
the sole perpetrator in the bribery
case that has dragged him down.
2. “Corruption is systemic and
therefore he could not have
worked
alone,”
Corruption
Eradication Commission (KPK)
deputy
chairman,
Bambang
Widjojanto said in his office.

1. Waryono Karno has been banned
from traveling overseas by the KPK
in relation to a bribery case that has
hit the ministry.
2. Immigration directorate general
spokesman Haryanto said on Friday
that the ban was issued on Thursday,
“He will be banned from traveling
overseas for the next six months,” he
said
 This is another supporting quotation
3. The travel ban was imposed
used to indicate that this case must
following the seizure of stash money involve some other suspects.
found in Waryono’s office at the
ministry.
1. Busyro Muqoddas, another KPK
deputy chairman, said the KPK
will investigate the possibility that
Rudi’s superior and subordinates
were also taking bribes.
2. This opens the door for the KPK to
investigate the industry further,”
Johan Budi, as the KPK
spokesman said.
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 This quotation is quoted in a direct
speech to indicate that journalist agree
that further investigation is needed as
there might be some other suspects
involved.

Table 4.3.12 Table of Discussion in Thematic Analysis
Thejakartapost.com
Thejakartaglobe.com
Antigraft Body extends SKK Migas head’s
detention

KPK Finds Cash and Gold in Rudi’s
Office

 All paragraphs in this article are
continuously delivered about the extension
period for Rudi Rubiandini punishment.
Proved by:

 This article emphasizes the thematic
role of the Commission in the
investigation of another exhibit in the case
that involving Rudi Rubiandini from SKK
Migas and Waryono from ESDM.

1. The
Corruption
Eradication
Commission said that it had
extended the detention period of
bribery suspect Rudi Rubiandini for
another 40 days, which would take
effect on Tuesday.)

 1st Paragraph: KPK has seized
additional cash, foreign currency, and
gold.

 2nd Paragraph: After they conducted a
search of Rudi’s office, KPK found
2. Priharsa Nugraha, KPK spokesman Sing$60,000, 180 grams of gold, and
confirmed the extension.
$2,000.
 3rd Paragraph: Earlier this week, KPK
formally charged Rudi with accepting a
$400,000 bribe from Kernel Oil. Johan
Budi also found an additional $320,100 in
safe deposit box in a Jakarta branch of
Bank Mandiri.
 4th Paragraph: In March, KPK got report
from Rudi’s wealth $821,060 in combined
assets, including real estate, vehicles, and
cash.
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RHETORIC ANALYSIS
Table 4.3.13 Table of Discussion in Rhetoric Analysis
Thejakartapost.com
Thejakartaglobe.com

 There is a photo that shows Rudi
Rubiandini being mobbed by reporters to
answer questions. The picture means that
the issue is about statement from Rudi
Rubiandini.

 The word "false" used to the statement
in Bambang text message emphasize that
all the allegations that proposed to Jero
Wacik was not true.
 “Antigraft Body” used to further
emphasize the theme of this story, which
is corruption, although anti graft body as
like
as
Corruption
Eradication
Commission (KPK).

 Use of the word “Travel ban” used by
the author in this news that shows the
 ‘Disgraced’ is a word that is called to seriousness of the Commission in
explain the tendency to slump SKK Migas identifying money contained in the ESDM
after the caught of Rudi Rubiandini. office by isolating the relevant officials.
Contains the phrase at the title of the article
suggests this bias into news stories of SKK  The word “Systemic” used in the last
Migas and Golf as the beginning of the paragraph 3 shows that corruption cannot
caught of Rudi.
be done by an individual.
 The use of word ‘lucrative commodity’
that is synonymous with ‘something that
have a benefit’ in the third paragraph
explaining journalist opinion regarding
corruption cases that would benefit to the
news media and political enemies.

 The word "Seized" is used in this article
suggests that the Commission take its
goods by force findings to make an
investigation into the bribery case that
reported by SKK Migas and make Jero
Wacik as suspects who took part in it.

 ‘Massive Incident’ used by the journalist  The word "Confiscated" used in a
to replace the word ‘Corruption’ confirms sentence in which the Commission took a
that corruption is not trivial and easy to luxury car belonging to Rudi, the
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overcome.

journalist hope to direct the reader to side
with the Commission and participated to
 The term “Travel ban” was used by the guess that the car which is seized was a
author in this news to show the seriousness gift given to Rudi as one of bribery.
of the Commission in identifying money
contained in the ESDM office by isolating
 The phrase of ‘Rudi Rubaindini, was not
the relevant officials.
the sole perpetrator’ ued to strengthen that
 The word "Extended" used in this article there might be some suspects, so that’s
written by a journalist shows the reader that why the further investigation is need. This
case experienced by Rudi Rubiandini is very phrase is used by the journalist to show
heavy to require long time to make its that. What KPK has done is the right way
and support that by quoting this phrase.
deterrent.
 “Antigraft Body” used to further
emphasize the theme of this story, which is
corruption, although anti graft body as like
as Corruption Eradication Commission
(KPK).

From the overall results of the analysis of the framing of the SKK Migas’ case,
journalists discovered that the news article that posted on the thejakartaglobe.com site, so
many neglect in important elements of doing framing that show in this article. News
article that was published only use one source for a news article without attention to the
balance of information and data.
In all the articles that discuss this issue, the Corruption Eradication Commission is
the sole source used as a reference to write a news article. Therefore, do not be surprised
if the bias in selecting news delivery standpoint is very subtle. This reinforces the fact
that the media is not a neutral sphere in which various interests and meanings of the
various groups will receive equal treatment or be objective.
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If we reviewed in terms of the theory of political economy of media, it can be said
that thejakartaglobe.com interests to the subject of the Corruption Eradication
Commission. Some examples can be seen from:
 Direct quotation from KPK Deputy:
“For all I know, it is false,” Bambang said in text message sent to reporters.
 The words “Antigraft Body” used to further emphasize the theme of this story,
which is corruption, although anti graft body as like as Corruption Eradication
Commission (KPK).
 From the first paragraph until the last paragraph, the articles in Jakarta Globe
discusses about activities carried out in the handling this SKK Migas’ bribery
case.
The purposes of all the aspects that focused in this articles is in order to the
readers can take a side in KPK which means KPK is the right side in this bribery case.
And thus, the needs of the wider community over the news media and maintain
neutrality objective has been sacrificed. Political commitment was based on moral
philosophy, have an interest in social values and moral principles themselves have been
neglected.
While, from the reality of the media side, thejakartaglobe.com has made the
construction of reality that is very distant from the actual reality. Language tools, news
sources, the interpretation of the comments of news sources, and does not give room for
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other perspectives are used for the benefit of the Corruption Eradication Commission
which are highlighted in news that thejakartaglobe.com presented.
Since the news published in the online media is a report of an incident, the media
should have attempted to approach the reality of true reality. This can be done by writing
to the complete news sources and impartial information. However, in reality,
thejakartaglobe.com does not show some efforts.
The purpose of the establishment media reality conducted by thejakartaglobe.com
as an effort to build public opinion on the work of Commission in peeling the bribery
case. In this thejakartaglobe.com news trying to build audiences attitudes and actions
regarding Corruption Eradication Commission business by taking the viewpoint of the
Corruption Eradication Commission (KPK) itself.
Thus, it can be said that thejakartapost.com trying to influence the social
construction of society to favor the KPK leaders through preaching which is strongly
influenced by the ideology of the media. It can be seen from the correspondence between
picture and word which presented by thejakartaglobe.com to think about the effort of the
Commission to peel this bribery case that consistently show partiality to the Commission.
As a news site, thejakartaglobe.com failed to implement its obligation to deliver
the news objectively and not trying to be neutral position as a party in delivering the
news.
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Although in reality, the Jakarta Globe is also available in the form of print
newspapers carried stories more complete, the online version of this paper
(thejakartaglobe.com) should continue to implement the obligation to deliver the news
with a tendency to objectivity and neutrality.
It’s different from thejakartaglobe.com, apparently thejakartapost.com has applied
the principle of completeness news in writing his articles. Through the process of framing
analysis, the authors found that the articles posted on this site more complete and looks
no attempt to maintain balance news.
In

reporting

about

bribery

cases

committed

by

SKKMigas,

besides

thejakartapost.com apart from Rudi Rubiandini quoted directly, journalists also use other
sources as a counterweight in writing news articles. There are more than 2
thejakrtapost.com other sources used in writing by the news of the bribery case
SKKMigas.
Some sources are the members of SKK Migas itself and the Immigration
directorate, Heriyanto who has given to travel ban on all members of SKK Migas.
Although comparatively few and not written directly, but it appears there is
thejakartapost.com efforts to position ourselves as a neutral party in delivering and
maintaining objectivity in news writing other articles.
In this case, if we look from the theory of media politics, shows that
thejakartapost.com have attempted to minimize the influence of media owners in
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presenting the news. From this side, it can be assessed that thejakartapost.com perform
better than thekartaglobe.com approach in delivering the news objectively.
To review the reality of the media, thejakartapost.com news sites seen trying to
build constructing the actual reality. Observations through framing analysis, journalists
discovered that this news site trying to persuade the reader to a closer look at the actual
reality. As a result, the construction of social reality in the public readers of this site will
be closer to the true reality. Through the use of language as a symbol of the most
important, journalists are able to create, maintain, develop, and even undermine a reality,
then in this case, journalists who write news articles about Rudi Rubiandini bribery cases
can be assessed has made efforts to establish the reality approaching social reality in the
real society.
From a review of political communication, although it is said that the mass media
is not just a means of displaying to the public as it is a political event, but depending on
the groups and ideologies that dominate, thejakartapost.com looks more capable of
suppressing the influence of dominance. Opinions from other sources were try to
constructed in this site is not based on the viewpoint of one person as practiced by
thejakartaglobe.com.
Nor if it is associated with the ideology of the media, thejakartapost.com site does
look trying to promote objectivity in reporting. However, framing analysis by Pan and
Kosciki’s model, still visible the efforts undertaken by thejakartapost.com framing. The
effort is still in the threshold of reasonableness.
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Framing efforts that are still inside the reasonableness threshold point is that
thejakartapost.com looks still maintain neutrality and objectivity in presenting news. For
example it can be seen from the completeness 5W +1 H is much better than the article
that was published in thejakartaglobe.com. Other than that, thejakartapots.com also
incorporates other sources of news about the bribery case by Rudi Rubiandini. In contrast
to thejakartaglobe.com, it is only gives the member of Corruption Eradication
Commission space to talk through news articles on the same topic.

